
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Did you know: The teenage mutant ninja turtles 

were named after famous renaissance artists? 

Can you name any of them?  
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The Ultimate Pizza 
 

Pizza Palace have just unveiled the launch of their new pizza, ‘The 

Ultimate Pizza’! The pizza is being launched at a cost of £40 and has 

claimed to be enough to feed 8 people! Four friends have decided 

they are going to all chip in and attempt the pizza challenge. Between 

them they have exactly £40 shown below: 

 

Donatello          £6           They want to split the pizza so that they 

Raphael             £12          all get what they paid for. Can you work 

Michaelangelo   £16          out what percentage they all get and draw 

Leonardo           £6           this into the pie chart below? 

 

Percentage of pizza each: 

 

Donatello           

Raphael              

Michelangelo    

Leonardo 

 

 

Degrees in the pie chart: 

 

Donatello          

Raphael              

Michelangelo    

Leonardo 
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Did you know: Raffaello Sanzio da Urbino, 

Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni, 

Donato di Niccolò di Betto Bardi and Leonardo 

di ser Piero da Vinci 
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The Ultimate Pizza 
 

Pizza Palace have just unveiled the launch of their new pizza, ‘The 

Ultimate Pizza’! The pizza is being launched at a cost of £40 and has 

claimed to be enough to feed 8 people! Four friends have decided 

they are going to all chip in and attempt the pizza challenge. Between 

them they have exactly £40 shown below: 

 

Donatello          £6           They want to split the pizza so that they 

Raphael             £12          all get what they paid for. Can you work 

Michaelangelo   £16          out what percentage they all get and draw 

Leonardo           £6           this into the pie chart below? 
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Donatello           

Raphael              

Michelangelo    

Leonardo 

 

 

Degrees in the pie chart: 

 

Donatello          

Raphael              

Michelangelo    

Leonardo 

            

 

6 ÷ 40 = 15% 

6 ÷ 40 = 15% 

12 ÷ 40 = 30% 

16 ÷ 40 = 40% 

15% of 360 = 54˚ 

15% of 360 = 54˚ 

30% of 360 = 108˚ 

40% of 360 = 144˚ 

144˚ 54˚ 

54˚ 

108˚ 
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